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UK smart meter roll out 

• 30 million homes, 2015-20, £12billion (€14/$19/PZL60). 

• Consumption reduction rationale:  

information˃knowledge˃behaviour 

 



Supported by theory 

• Neo-classical economics, social 

psychology and behavioural sciences 

• Social science 

– Invisibility and immateriality of energy 
(Shove 2003; Pierce and Paulos 2010; Hargreaves et al 2010; 2013) 

– Feedback ‘feeds forward’ and shapes 

future practice (Shove et al 2012) 



Energy consumption  

reductions vary widely 

• Meta-reviews (electricity) 

– 5-15% (Darby 2006), 9.2% (Ehrhardt-Martinez et al 2010), 3-19% 
(Stromback et al 2011) 

• 20%+ for electricity, when used for space/ 

water heating (Mountain 2007)  

• 3% for electricity and gas (Ofgem 2011) 

• DECC impact assessment 2.8% (electricity) 

and 2% (gas) 



Qualitative research 
 

• Feedback supports:  

– visibility 

– salience 

– literacy 

– appraisal 

– change 

Burchell et al (2014); Grønhøj and Thøgersen 2011; Hargreaves et al 2010; 2013;  

Strengers 2011; 2013; Rettie et al 2013; van Dam 2010 



Critiques 

• The assumptions of the smart meter approach 

represent a technological vision or smart ontology 

(Strengers 2013)  that neglects 

– the broader social context (see Shove 2010 on behaviour 

change more broadly) 

– everyday practice (see Strengers 2013 on smart technologies) 

– conditions of everyday life (see Wilson et al. 2013 on retrofits) 



Everyday domestic life 
 

• Messiness and habit  

• Busyness and other priorities 

• Everyday practice (meanings, skills, 

materials, norms) 



Feedback and everyday life 
 

• Engagement with feedback is often limited 

• Energy and energy units are meaningless 

• Difficult to relate feedback to practice 

• Conflicts with home as place of comfort and care 

• Engagement often limited to one household 

member (male? ‘resource man’ Strengers) 

• Negotiation and conflict with others 

• Disillusionment and boredom 

• Long term engagement is problematic 

• Feedback may reinforce practice that is 

understood as ‘normal’ or ‘non-negotiable’ 



Strengers’ conclusions 
 

• We need to ask, ‘how energy feedback can 

become more meaningful to everyday 

practice?’ (p160) 

• ‘Reimaging a Smart UTOPIA grounded in 

the mundane realities of everyday life…is 

one alternative that disrupts this dominant 

feedback agenda’ (p167).  



• Two-year action research project, funded 

by RCUK Energy Programme 

• Energy monitoring and feedback within 

context of community action 

• Very basic Owl IHD (real time feedback) 

• Electricity and gas readings manually 

entered into website by participants 

• Weekly consumption feedback 

• Feedback has a comparative element 

• Weekly emails encourage readings and 

use of the IHD + tips and info 

• Interviews and survey. 

• Report launch next week in London  

 

 





Findings 

• Long-term engagement; after up to two years 
– 40% using monitor once a day or more 

– 72% once a week or more 

• Very high levels of literacy about domestic energy 

consumption 

• More involvement  by women(recruitment through 

school, tone of communications?) 

• Project members claimed more behavioural changes 

than non-members 

• Evidence of household consensus as well as conflict 

• Gas monitoring/feedback can be highly productive - 

offsets disillusionment? 

 



Rethinking energy 

consumption feedback 



•  Comparison contextualises 

•  Feedback oriented around 

‘practices’ could make energy 

much more salient. 

Making feedback meaningful 



• Communication is powerful 

• Action is powerful 

• An important sense of ‘being     

part of something’ 

Making feedback 

social 



• Practices are normative but – typically – 

current feedback is not. 

• Normative feedback – possibly evoking 

‘waste’ – might disrupt practice.   

Making feedback normative 



Thank you. 


